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Hereby, I: 
Name                : Rima Anggelina 
Student ID        : 00000042448 
Program            : Hotel Operations 
Who have conducted an Industrial Placement at: 
Hotel                 : UMN Dormitory 
Department       : Housekeeping 
Hotel Address   : Jl. Pd. Hijau Golf Raya, Cihuni, Kec. Klp. Dua, Tangerang, Banten 15810 
Training periods: 7th July 2020 – 30 November 2020 
Advisor             : Anton Harianto, M. M 
Confirm that this report is my own work, is not copied from any other person’s work                
(published or unpublished), and has not previously submitted for assessment either at            
Universitas Multimedia Nusantara or elsewhere. Every citation and quote from different           
sources has been mentioned at Bibliography part in this report. If one day, a fraud in found                 
in the report or in the industrial placement, I accept to receive the sanction, which is failing                 
in Industrial Placement subject. 






The Industrial Placement program is a program that helps the writer improve skills,             
personality, work discipline and getting to know the situation in the real hotel industry.              
Implementation of this training program started from 07 July 2020 until 23 October 2020 at               
UMN Dormitory. Because this year there is a covid-19 pandemic which is one of the               
reasons why the writer is carrying out Industrial Placement activities in the UMN             
Dormitory, because students find it difficult to find hotels that accept internships, the author              
chooses UMN Dormitory as Housekeeper. The distance from the writer's house from UMN             
Dormitory is not too far and its activities are not in direct contact with many other people.                 
The writer can apply some of the skills and knowledge that have been previously learned               
on campus. The writer also gained experience, for example in solving a problem, and              
training good cooperation with other trainees and UMN Dormitory staff. The writer            
hopefully, doing this Industrial Placement can provide useful experience for the future            
especially the housekeeping department in the real hotel industry. 
 
 




This Industrial Placement report could not be completed properly without the help            
and support of several of many others so that I could complete the Industrial Placement               
Program for about four months.  
First of all, praise and gratitude to God Almighty, for giving His grace to the author                
in completing the Industrial Placement program properly. 
The writer wants to express the writer's gratitude to Mrs. Evy Novita Ritonga as              
UMN Dormitory Manager who has given the writer the opportunity to do an Industrial              
Placement Program at UMN Dormitory as Housekeeping trainee.  
The writer also thanks Mr. Reza and other CSO staff, for helping the writer to               
complete the Industrial Placement Program. for example, providing guidance on basic           
Standard Operational Procedures (SOP) in the housekeeping department, and providing          
experience as a professional housekeeper. 
Also, the writer wants to thank Mrs. Septi Choirisa as Industrial Placement            
Coordinator, Mr. Anton Harianto as my advisor who has monitored, provided guidance            
and motivated during the Industrial Placement Program activities. 
The writer wants to show gratitude to my parents and friends who always             
supported and motivated me to run this Industrial Placement Program process until I was              
able to complete it. 
Finally, the writer hope this report useful for juniors who are about to undergo              
Industrial Placement, and this report can help readers to know more about Housekeeping             
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